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borough Rehabilitation Unit, Oxford. This is compar
able with the figure of 7% reported by Kaminer for his
out-patients in Israel and by Pakes for his in the United
States.
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cigarette after hearing Linda McCartney@svoice telling her to
do it. She also heard Paul McCartney's voice telling her to
wait for him. Recently she relapsed nine months after
stopping treatment and she has heard several voices including
thoseofBoy George and Stingcommenting on heractions.

All these patients have had severe illnesses char
acterised by many other delusions and hallucinations
in addition to their experiences concerning pop stars.

I thank Dr. John Le Gassicke for permission to
report case 3.
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ROCK AND ROLL DELUSIONS
DEAR SIR,

Further to the account by Glass and Campbell of two
female patients with delusions involving rock perform
ers (Journal, July 1984, 145, 95â€”96). I report four
patientswhohavehaddelusionsand/orhallucinations
concerningpopstars.
Case 1: A 22 year old single man with schizophrenia believed
falsely that he was famous as a celebrity and that he had met
Davie Bowie and John Lennon. He was upset by Lennon's
death in December 1980 but continued to hear voices of
famous people including Lennon talking to him. He died by
committing suicide in 1983.
Case 2: This 25 year old single man whose mother suffered
from schizophrenia presented with the belief that Hank
Marvin owed him a largesum ofmoney. Thisideatookseed
some years earlier when he had been at a Hank Marvin
concert and the star had given him a special look. He refused
treatment after experiencing side effects from a depot
neuroleptic. When last seen he intended to go to the next local
Hank Marvin concert and he expected that Hank would make
a signtoinvitehim fora drink.
Case 3: This 30 year old single man had a history of
deliquency, multiple drug abuse and overdose in his teens.
Schizophrenia was diagnosed when he was 21 and he has
required continuous in-patient treatment since the age of 22.
He has experienced voices coming from the television which
say that he is David Cassidy's double. At times he has been
convinced that he is David Cassidy. Elvis Presley or David
Essex. He believed that John Lennon was trying to get him
outof hospitaland blamed hospitalstaffforkillingLennon
and Presley.
Case 4: A 30 year old married girl has suffered from
schizophreniaforfiveyears.There isa pasthistoryofalcohol
and multipledrug abuse.In 1980she burntherwristwitha
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DEARSflt,
The review of Sexual Strands: Understanding and

Treating SexualAnomalies in Men, by F. E. Kenyon, is
misleading(Journal.May 1984,144,563).The book
discusses theories and their supporting empirical
evidence on the causes and treatments for a wide range
of sexually anomalous behaviours.

Dr. Kenyon's review suggests that he has not read
the book carefully for its intended purpose or its
content. I object to his statement that the book is
â€œ¿�withinthe limitations of a committed behaviourist's
standpointâ€• , when most major psychological theories
and treatments, from castration and Provera to
psychoanalysis, have been discussed and evaluated.

He further states that my â€œ¿�ultracritical approach
leaves little scope for treatment so that what is
eventually advocated appears rather impersonal and
mechanistic.â€œ¿�This statementepitomisesthe maccu
racy of the review. My attempt has been to humanise
our clinical practice. As I said in Sexual Strands: :â€œOne
factor has aroused my anger and perplexed me. It is the
selection of aversion therapy as a first and most
frequent choice in treating sexual anomalies .
aversion methods have no greater effect in changing
behaviour than the less noxious positive behaviour
therapies or psychotherapies. Can we continue to
permit patients to suffer unnecessarily? . . . A range of
behavioural and psychotherapy methods is available
and should be tried out. Any growth experience or
change can be painful, but if the patient feels he is the
master of his destiny, it is a mutual concern of therapist
and client to change and the patient has dignity and
control.â€• (p. 498).
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CORRECTION
The heading to the letter from Drs Addonizio and

Susman (Journal, November 1984, 145, 556â€”557)
should read NEUROLEPTIC MALIGNANT SYN
DROME AND HEAT STROKE.
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